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New Book Is Rated R For Being
Real, Relevant and Refreshing!
Tanya White shows you how to break the vicious cycle
of choosing the wrong people for the right relationships.
Louisville, KY- From the fear of Living Single to being blinded by the money generated from Working
9 to 5, being trapped in a relationship rerun is extremely frustrating. If you find yourself in an irritating
cycle of unsatisfying and unhealthy relationship patterns year after year, then this book is sure to break
the chains that keep you bound to continuously allowing the wrong people in your life.
Life Success Coach and author Tanya White provides you with wise insight that will help bring your
series of relationship reruns to a screeching halt. “At the root of every disappointment, delayed dream
or emotional and financial destruction that happens in your life, you can usually trace it back to you
giving the wrong individuals access into your life”, says Tanya in her sophomore project Relationship
Reruns: How To Break The Cycle Of Choosing The Wrong People For The Right Relationships
(AAA Publishing, $13.99 June 30, 2008). Relationship Reruns will also have a separate study guide
that will have biblical breakdowns of various relationship topics and practical self empowerment
exercises.
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end of this eye-opening book, you will:
Understand the reasons behind your unhealthy relationship patterns.
Recognize that “REST” is the key to healthy love connections.
Know how to “PRAY” for divine Christian connections.
Apply your “ABC’s” for finding peaceful and fruitful friendships.
Discover 8 simple rules for breaking the chains that bind you to relationship reruns.

Whether you are experiencing troublesome dating relationships, friendships, job situations or Christian
connections, Relationship Reruns is the Oscar winning script you need to recast the supporting
characters in your life. Tune into this hot new book for the perfect combination of unique practicality,
humor and honesty. This summer when the networks are beginning their reruns, yours will surely end
after reading this life changing new book Relationship Reruns! Readers may also purchase the
Relationship Reruns: A Biblical Breakdown and Spiritual Awakening Journal (AAA Publishing,
$7.99 June 30, 2008) for individual or group study.
Tanya White is the writer of the international e-newsletter Tanya’s Tips and author of How To Deal
With A Difficult Woman. While teaching bible study classes for almost 10 years to Christian singles at
one of Louisville’s largest African American churches, Tanya inspired a host of men and women to
cultivate healthy relationships with God, themselves and others. A sought after life success coach,
consultant and workshop facilitator, Tanya’s exhilarating presence compels people to kick down the
doors of ordinary living to transcend greater levels of personal and holistic success. For all media
interviews call 502-836-9760.
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Suggested Interview Questions
1. Briefly describe your book Relationship Reruns: How To Break The Cycle of Choosing the
Wrong People For The Right Relationships?
2. What prompted you to write about this issue?
3. Why do people continuously choose the wrong people to develop a relationship with?
4. Explain how dating the wrong person creates unnecessary drama in a person’s life and ultimately
prevents them from maximizing their purpose?
5. In your opinion, when people find themselves in a vicious cycle of choosing the wrong love
connections what are some causes for this repeated cycle of poor dating choices?
6. In your book Relationship Reruns you introduce the term “Happily Unhappy”. Explain what
you mean by this. How and why do you think some people apply this philosophy in their dating
relationships?
7. What are the warning signs that a love connection may quickly turn into a disconnection?
8. Relationship Reruns not only addresses how many people choose the wrong dating
relationships but your book also discusses the negative outcomes of choosing the wrong
friendships, Christian connections, professional associations and business partnerships. In your
opinion, how does having an unhealthy relationship in one relationship negatively affect the other
relationships in your life?
9. You also have a Relationship Reruns: A Biblical Breakdown Study Guide and Spiritual
Awakening Journal. What topics can the reader expect to be addressed in this study guide?
10. When Godly people deliberately pursue ungodly relationships in particular dating/marriage
relationships how delay their God given destiny and negatively affect the Kingdom overall?
11. What projects are you working on next?
12. Any final relationship advice that you would like to share with our listeners?

“When you analyze the root cause of every deferred dream, delayed destiny and downward spiral that
occurs in your life, you will discover that you have attached yourself to the wrong intimate
relationship, friendship, business association, Christian connection or even job situation”. ―Tanya
White
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Excerpt from Relationship Reruns:
“I’ll be there for you”….Many evenings around 7:00, 7:30, sometimes 8:00, 11:00 or 11:30 p.m. you
can catch me repeating this upbeat chorus as I prepare to become mesmerized by the reruns of my
favorite show Friends. Now, believe me when I tell you that I absolutely L-O-V-E, love, love, love
Friends!

I have a t-shirt with the entire cast on the front. I have the series finale commemorative

magazine. In my office I have a wall portrait of Joey, Phoebe, Ross, Rachel, Chandelier and Monica
staring directly at me. I have even transferred my exhilarating enthusiasm for the show onto my ten
year old nephew Trey who can be heard occasionally singing the Friends theme song too.
I gladly call myself a Friends fanatic! At least once a month I have my own personal Friends
marathon weekend were I watch the extend versions of the on all ten seasons I have in my special,
untouchable Friends DVD collection. I know what you are thinking. Why do I watch the reruns
faithfully when I have all of the shows on DVD? Honestly, I have no answer. Maybe it is because the
show makes me laugh uncontrollably. Or maybe it is because I have an unusual sense of peace and
contentment when I am drawn into their imaginary lives for thirty minutes.
But whatever the reasons for my Friends addiction, I am willfully investing valuable time
watching these reruns. I am laughing at scenes I have seen before and can recite verbatim. I sit
planted waiting for Joey to say something different when that is an impossible expectation. I long for
Ross and Rachel not to break up after he has a one night stand with the copy center girl in the third
season. I have brief moments of frivolous emotional escapes and the security of sameness when I am
engulfed in these reruns.
Yet, when the fun has ceased, I am no longer being entertained or I have to attend to some
issues in my life, I have no other choice but to snap back into reality. I realize that my wishing,
cheering and hoping for a changed outcome will never happen. I can pitch a different script idea to the
producers however nothing is going to change because I have put my faith in a rerun. I can make
excuses to fit what I really want, cry perpetually and throw the longest temper tantrum but I have to
come to terms with the fact that I am watching a rerun. I can even pray in my heavenly language and
fast for forty days, the episode is never going change because I am engrossed in a rerun.
Sadly, my Friends fetish is similar to many peoples’ relationship habits. As I am glued to my
reruns of Friends, so many people are whisked away on an emotional rollercoaster of what I have
pinned in this book relationship reruns. Month after month, year after year relationship after
relationship, many individuals waste precious time choosing to be in a perpetual cycle of unwanted,
unsatisfying and unhealthy relationships.

